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I questiong

Scientific Research is a systematic, controlled, empirical and

" investigation of propositions about the presumed relationships

various phenomena. Explain.

Describe how Research techniques are used ior professional

consolidation, understanding, development and advancement?

Correlational Research discovers or establishes the existenge of a

relationship or association or interdependence between tvvo or more

aspects of a situation or phenomenon. Explain it with examples.

Describe three stages of Research Process in social sciences.

(20 Marks)

Research problem is as a Gap - Theoretical Gap, Empirical Gap,

Methodological Gap, Performafce Gap. Explain this statement with

examples. \

I
(b)* Write five well defined research problems in the field'of Accounting and

Finance.

Most Research Problems in humanities tevolves around four Ps: People,

Problems, Programmes. and Phenomena. Describe.
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(c)



(d) Explain the four steps involved in conducting a Literature review

120

3. (a) Illustrate how you can convert concepts into variables with
examples.

(b) Distinguish between,,Extraneous Variable" and,.lniervening Variable,

Variables can be classified from the vjewpoint of ihe unit of l\4easurement
into Quantitative and eualitatjve. Explajn the classification with examples.

A hypothesjs is a conjectural siatement of the relationship between two or
more variables. Describe the two categorjes of hypothesis

(20 Marts)

4' (a) Research design is a procedurar pran that is adopted by the researcherro
answer questions vatidly, objectively, accurately, and economicallv. Llst
out the items which should be included in a research desjgn.

(b) lllustrate the,.Before and After,study design.

(c) rdentiiy the types of study design based on the reference period ror
the followjng examples oiresearch problems:

(i) The utilization of land before and after the civil war tn Sfl Lanka
(ii) The impact of Maternal and Chitd Heattfi Services on rhe tevetot. tnfant Mortality

(iii)The historical analysis of financia, performance of companles in Si
Lanka durjng world recession between 2000 and 2010.

(iv)The impact of jncentives on the productivtty of the employees ol
government organizations

(c)

(d)



.10:li:Jl'l
(v) The effect of an advertisement on the sale of a product

(vi)The impact of the parental involvement on the level of academic

performance of their students

he Financial lvlanager of the NH plc thinks that the delay in

rocurement is direclly linked to the lack of skills of staffworking in the

procurement department. He would like to prove this to the board of

directors through a research study. Recommend a suitable study

design for his research.

(e0 Marks)

nal scales measure the intensity of respondents' attitudes towards the

aspects of a situation or issue and provide techniques to combine

the attjtudes towards different aspects into one overall indicator. Explain it

with an example.

Reliability is the degree of accuracy or precision in the measurements made

by research instrument. What are the factors which can affect the reliability

of an instrument?

Evaluate situations where the cluster sampling design is more appropriate to

apply in research studies.

d) lf the sample is

designs, how do

an example.

selected based on the

you call such method?
-\

random and non-random samPling

lllustrate the sampling method with

(20 Marks)


